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It is very helpful to continue to treat the body briefly between your treatments with a few minutes of simple setf-
help VRT Hand Reflexology each day. Your reflexologist has been trained in Vertical Reflex Therapy (VRT) -
where the weight-bearing hands or feet are briefly treated. This method of
reflexology may help accelerate the healing process in your body and aid a quicker recovery-

You need only work three priority reflexes and your wrists for two minutes twice per day, on waking and before
bed, on the weight-bearing hands. You can also work these reflexes on your passive hands, for a few secends
each, whenever you wish during the day. The priority reflexes will be highlighted on this chart by your theraPist.

Method;

Start with either hand. Stand and placa your palm downwards on a table while your straight arm is
weight-bearing at all times. You may also sit and press your hand on a tray or book.

Slide, press and brush your thumb across the upper wrist 3 - 4 times.

In turn, work each of the 3 highfighted reflexes by stimulating a reflex with the rotating pad of your
index finger or thumb followed by pressing on the same reflex firmly for up to 30 seconds. The
reflex may feel tender but back-off if it feels painful and press more gently. Repeat on the other
hand. These weight-bearing technigues can be applied twice a day.
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